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Parenting Coordination

A child-focused alternative dispute resolution process for separated families

Some parents find themselves in constant conflict about their children long after separation and

long after mediation or trial. Others just worry that they will have conflict, so it makes 

settling parenting plans hard because the stakes feel very high.

Parenting Coordinators (“PCos”) give parents quick access to a neutral in order to resolve day-to-day

parenting disputes. The first step will usually be to see if there is an option with which both parents 

can agree. Usually, this will be the case. However, if no mutually agreeable option is available    

within an appropriate time, the PCo makes the decision while educating the parents about the

rationale and the process. The goal is to minimize conflict, get decisions made which are in the 

children’s best interests and within time frames needed by the children, and to keep the family out of

court. It is also the goal to educate parents so they know how to self-manage better in the future. 

 

 

 

 

PCos do not make decisions about amounts of parenting time. They help once those decisions have been

made by the parents in mediation or the courts.

Bringing a neutral into the support system of the family means that parents have an avenue on 

which they can depend for resolving the tensions that arise between them. This acts as a calming

influence. The reduced exposure to litigation, or its threat, means that everyone, especially the

children, get an often much-needed break from anxiety. Having a period of relative calm means

people become much more able to self-manage over the long term as they learn to work

together. If the parents are able to work with the Pco to contain their conflict, then the 

family also has more resources available to spend on making life more enjoyable!

Parenting Coordinators are highly trained and very experienced family law mediators, arbitrators, and

counsellors. They have special training in helping parents recognize the needs of their children

and in mediating and arbitrating parental disputes. Parents may retain a PCo on their own or be

referred to one by the court. PCos are usually retained for a period of two years. 

Parenting coordination is new to BC but has been used extensively in California, Washington,

and other places within the US for years. In one California study, in the year before a PCo was 

appointed 166 sets of co-parents had 993 court appearances. In the year following the PCos 

appointment they had 37 court appearances. Most parties reported high levels of satisfaction 

and decreased conflict with the other parent. 

There is a Roster of credentialed Parenting Coordinators of which I am a member. For more

Information please go to: www.bcparentingcoordinators.com or contact me at: plane@patricialane.bc.ca 

On the reverse of this page are some very useful resources for co-parents. 
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Resources for parents 

Here are some useful, even wonderful websites:

www.familieschange.ca - a Canadian site for the whole family that provides ideas, support and

tools help everybody through the profound changes that come with family conflict, separation,

and divorce. 

www.uptoparents.org - in my opinion, the pages on children's grief are excellent.  It may help

clarify your commitment to complete the initial child-centred questionnaire before you speak to a 

mediator or parenting coordination, providing that with your financial information at the

beginning of any separation process.  The registration is free; it asks for your child's name and

then tailors the questionnaire.

www.ourfamilywizard.com - an excellent tool for managing the day-to-day lives of co-parents

and children in an easy-to-use format that can be a conflict-reducing, helpful source of

information and conversation for even high-conflict co-parents.

Here are some books that, have proved of enormous 

value to families in transition through divorce and separation:

For parents:
For Your Children, Patricia Lane -available through Bolens Books and Munro’s Books.

The Seven Pitfalls of Single Parenting: what to avoid to help your children thrive after divorce.

Carolyn Ellis, 2007, iUniverse. 

The Heart of Parenting: raising an emotionally intelligent child. John Gottman, 1998, Simon &

Schuster. 

Mom's House Dad's House: making two homes for your child. Isolina Ricci, 1997, Fireside Press

For children: 
What Happens Next? -information for kids about separation and divorce, available online at

www.justice.gc.ca (free) 

  Is it Right to Fight? -a first look at anger. Pat Thomas, 2003, Barrons Educational Press.

Mom's House / Dad’s House for Kids: feeling at home in one home or two. Isolina Ricci, 2006,

Fireside Press. 

The Victoria area also offers very helpful programs and organizational resources to assist

parents:

Caught in the Middle, provided through B.C. Families in Transition Centre

(http://www.bcfit.org/caughtmiddle.shtml) (tel: 250-386-4331) 

  

Parenting after Separation, provided through B.C. Families in Transition Centre

(http://www.bcfit.org/parentsep.shtml) (tel: 250-386-4331) 
  


